First all-sky search for continuous gravitational waves from unknown sources in binary systems
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We present the first results of an all-sky search for continuous gravitational waves from unknown spinning neutron stars in binary systems using LIGO and Virgo data. Using a specially developed analysis program, the TwoSpect algorithm, the search was carried out on data from the sixth LIGO Science Run and the second and third Virgo Science Runs. The search covers a range of frequencies from 20 Hz to 520 Hz, a range of orbital periods from 2 to \(2.254 \text{ h}\) and a frequency- and period-dependent range of frequency modulation depths from 0.277 to 100 mHz. This corresponds to a range of projected semi-major axes of the orbit from \(0.6 \times 10^{-3}\) ls to \(6.500\) ls assuming the orbit of the binary is circular. While no plausible candidate gravitational wave events survive the pipeline, upper limits are set on the analyzed data. The most sensitive 95% confidence upper limit obtained on gravitational wave strain is \(2.3 \times 10^{-24}\) at 217 Hz, assuming the source waves are circularly polarized. Although this search has been optimized for circular binary orbits, the upper limits obtained remain valid for orbital eccentricities as large as 0.9. In addition, upper limits are placed on continuous gravitational wave emission from the low-mass x-ray binary Scorpius X-1 between 20 Hz and 57.25 Hz.

PACS numbers: 95.30.Sf, 95.85.Sz, 04.30.Tv

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapidly rotating, non-axisymmetric neutron stars are predicted to emit continuous, nearly monochromatic gravitational waves. Using data from previous LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational wave Observatory) [1] and Virgo [2] science runs, other all-sky searches have been carried out for continuous gravitational wave signals from isolated, spinning neutron stars. Past all-sky searches include two different searches on LIGO Science Run 2 (S2) data [3, 4]; three StackSlide-like search algorithms [5, 6] and the first Einstein@Home distributed computing search [7] on LIGO Science Run 4 (S4) data; and a PowerFlux search [8, 9] and Einstein@Home search [10, 11] carried out on LIGO Science Run 5 (S5) data. None of these searches directly addressed continuous waves from a neutron star in an unknown binary system and none had appreciable sensitivity to such sources because of orbital modulation effects discussed below. Previous searches have been carried out, however, for a signal from the known low-mass x-ray binary system, Scorpius X-1, where the binary orbital parameters are reasonably constrained. One method used LIGO S2 data [3], and a different method used LIGO S4 data [12] and S5 data [13]. This article presents an explicit search for continuous waves from unknown neutron stars in binary systems, as well as a directed search for gravitational waves from Scorpius X-1.

Although the waves emitted by a spinning neutron star are nearly monochromatic, a gravitational wave detector located on Earth would observe a frequency-modulated signal caused by the motion of Earth [14]. Additionally, if such a source is located in a binary system, then the observed waves will have a frequency modulation imposed by the motion of the source in the binary system [15, 16]. Together, these frequency modulations make searches for unknown, spinning binary neutron stars emitting continuous gravitational waves computationally demanding.

Previous searches, not accounting for the orbital modulations, would have been much less sensitive to stars in binary systems with induced frequency modulation.
amplitudes much greater than the frequency spacing between search templates (∼5 – 500 µHz, depending on the search method). In addition, while a very large amplitude continuous gravitational wave source in a binary system could produce outliers in other searches, the follow up of those outliers would have likely rejected them because they do not follow the expected frequency evolution of an isolated source of continuous gravitational waves. Regardless, the upper limits set by these searches would be unreliable for sources in binary systems with significant frequency modulation.

Explicitly including the effects due to unknown binary orbital parameters in the other all-sky StackSlide-like [4, 6, 8, 9] or Einstein@Home [7, 10, 11] algorithms would be computationally prohibitive. Thus, new methods are required to perform such a search with limited computational resources [16, 17]. These new techniques require some sacrifice of strain sensitivity to gravitational waves in order to significantly reduce the computational demands of such a search.

One such algorithm, called TwoSpect [16], has been developed, implemented, and a search carried out with it using recently collected LIGO and Virgo data. The TwoSpect algorithm relies on the periodic nature of the frequency modulation caused by the binary orbit. Spectrograms of gravitational wave detector data are created after correcting for the Earth’s known rotation and orbital motion, and then Fourier transformations of each frequency bin of the barycentered spectrogram are computed. These successive Fourier transforms enable efficient detection of frequency modulated signals because the modulation has fixed periodicity. Although optimized for circular orbits, the methodology used to obtain upper limits on source strengths remains sensitive for eccentricities as large as 0.9.

This article is organized as follows: section II discusses neutron stars in binary systems and the assumed signal model; section III briefly describes the LIGO and Virgo gravitational wave detectors; section IV discusses the TwoSpect method; section V describes the analysis of the detector data, and section VI gives the results of the analysis; section VII summarizes the conclusions of this work.

II. ASTROPHYSICAL SOURCES

Spinning neutron stars in binary systems are attractive sources in searches for continuous gravitational waves because accretion from a companion may cause an asymmetrical quadrupole moment of inertia of the spinning neutron star. Many mechanisms have been proposed where gravitational wave emission continues after accretion of material has subsided. For instance, the magnetic field of the neutron star can guide the accretion flow to ‘hot spots’ which could build up the neutron star ellipticity close to that allowed by the maximum breaking strain of the crust [18], with possibly sustained localized mass accumulation [19], depending on nuclear equation of state [20], material sinking [21], resistive relaxation [22] and magnetic bottling stability [23]. In addition, magnetic fields could create non-axisymmetric deformations of the neutron star interior [24], or r-mode oscillations of the neutron star might be sustained causing the star to emit gravitational waves [25, 26].

Accreting neutron stars can be spun up by acquiring angular momentum from the infalling matter. All-sky surveys of millisecond pulsars have found that no neutron stars are spinning close to their predicted break-up frequency (∨ ∼ 1400 Hz) [27]. Since the observed spin frequency range of actively accreting millisecond pulsars is 180 Hz < ∨ < 600 Hz [28], there may be a competing mechanism preventing the spin-up of the neutron star from reaching the break-up frequency.

It has been postulated that there exists a torque balance between the accretion spin-up and the gravitational emission spin-down [18, 29, 30]. In such a case, those neutron stars accreting at the highest rates should have the highest gravitational wave emissions. Using this relation to balance spin-down of gravitational wave emission with x-ray luminosity (a measure of the accretion rate), the dimensionless gravitational wave amplitude, h0, is given by

\[ h_0 = 2.7 \times 10^{-26} \left( \frac{f}{800 \text{ Hz}} \right)^{-1/2} \times \left( \frac{F_x}{3.9 \times 10^{-7} \text{ erg cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}} \right)^{1/2}, \]  

(1)

where f is the gravitational wave frequency and F_x is the average bolometric x-ray flux detected at the Earth. The x-ray luminosity is scaled to the average bolometric flux of Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1). If r-mode instabilities are driven by the accretion of material, then the gravitational wave amplitude could be increased as [31]

\[ h_0 = 3.3 \times 10^{-26} \left( \frac{f}{800 \text{ Hz}} \right)^{-1/2} \times \left( \frac{F_x}{3.9 \times 10^{-7} \text{ erg cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}} \right)^{1/2}. \]  

(2)

A. Gravitational wave signal model

The expected waveform of a non-axisymmetric spinning neutron star observed by a gravitational wave interferometer is

\[ h(t) = h_0 F_+ (t, \alpha, \delta, \psi) \frac{1 + \cos^2(\ell)}{2} \cos(\Phi(t)) + h_0 F_x (t, \alpha, \delta, \psi) \cos(\ell) \sin(\Phi(t)), \]

(3)

where \( F_+ \) and \( F_x \) are the detector response functions (antenna patterns) to ‘plus’ and ‘cross’ polarized gravitational waves, \( \alpha \) and \( \delta \) are the right ascension and declination of a particular sky location, \( \psi \) is the polarization
angle of the waves, $\iota$ is the inclination angle of the neutron star rotational axis to the line of sight, and $\Phi(t)$ is the phase evolution of the gravitational wave signal. The assumed instantaneous phase evolution is given by

$$\Phi(t) = \Phi_0 + 2\pi f_0 (t - t_{\text{asc}}) + 2\pi \Delta f_{\text{obs}} \sin[\Omega(t - t_{\text{asc}})]/\Omega,$$

where $t$ is the time in the Solar System barycenter (SSB) frame, $\Phi_0$ and $f_0$ are phase and frequency, respectively, determined at reference time $t_{\text{ref}}$, and $t_{\text{asc}}$ is a given time of the orbital ascending node. The observed frequency modulation depth $\Delta f_{\text{obs}}$ and period of frequency modulation $P = 2\pi\Omega^{-1}$ are caused by the motion of the source.

We assume that any spindown effects—$2\pi f(t - t_0)^2$ and higher order terms—in the phase evolution of the source are negligible during the observation time and that the orbit is circular and non-relativistic. Electromagnetic observational evidence has shown that pulsars in binary systems typically have very small spindowns, $|\dot{\nu}| < 10^{-15}$ Hz s$^{-1}$ (although larger spindown could imply larger-amplitude gravitational wave emission), and also have nearly circular orbits. It may be possible, however, that a neutron star in a binary system with a small spindown value could be a strong emitter of gravitational radiation (for example, the neutron star is in torque balance equilibrium). Even though a circular orbit phase model has been assumed, the detection algorithm is sensitive to the more general case of an eccentric orbit.

The gravitational wave amplitude for a non-axisymmetric spinning neutron star with $l = m = 2$ mass quadrupole moment is

$$h_0 = \frac{16\pi^2 G I c \nu^2}{c^4 d},$$

where $G$ is the gravitational constant, $c$ is the speed of light in a vacuum, $I$ is the principal moment of inertia with respect to the spin axis, $\epsilon$ is the equatorial ellipticity of the neutron star, $\nu$ is the rotational frequency of the neutron star, and $d$ is the distance to the neutron star. A spinning neutron star will emit continuous gravitational waves with frequency $f_0 = 2\nu$.

The observed modulation depth is related to the maximum modulation depth, $\Delta f_{\text{max}}$, by

$$\Delta f_{\text{obs}} = \Delta f_{\text{max}} \sin i,$$

where $i$ is the inclination angle of the binary orbital plane with respect to the vector that points from the detector to the sky position. Assuming a circular, non-relativistic orbit, the maximum observable Doppler shift will occur for an edge-on observed system with the modulation depth given by [16]

$$\Delta f_{\text{max}} \approx 1.82 \left( \frac{f_0}{1\text{ kHz}} \right) \left( \frac{M_{\text{NS}}}{1.4 M_\odot} \right)^{1/3} \times \left( \frac{P}{2\text{ h}} \right)^{-1/3} \left[ \frac{q}{(1 + q)^{2/3}} \right] \text{ Hz},$$

where $M_{\text{NS}}$ is the mass of the neutron star and $q \equiv M_2/M_{\text{NS}}$ is the mass ratio of the companion mass to the neutron star mass.

Alternatively, the observed modulation depth for a circular, non-relativistic orbit can be written with directly observable parameters

$$\Delta f_{\text{obs}} \approx 0.8727 \left( \frac{f_0}{1\text{ kHz}} \right) \left( \frac{P}{2\text{ h}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{a \sin i}{1\text{ ls}} \right) \text{ Hz},$$

where $a \sin i$ is the projected semi-major axis (the projected radius of the orbit since we are concerned with nearly circular orbits) in units of light seconds (ls). Given a wide range of realistic orbital parameters, Eq. (8) shows that one must search frequency modulation depths easily reaching 1 Hz or greater, to cover the full range of possible binary systems.

### III. LIGO AND VIRGO DETECTORS

Data taken in 2009-2010 with the 4-km-long ‘enhanced’ LIGO detectors [1] and the 3-km-long Virgo detector [2] were used in this analysis. The LIGO and Virgo detectors are both power-recycled Michelson interferometers with Fabry-Perot arm cavities.

Following the fifth LIGO Science Run (S5), a number of upgrades were made to the ‘initial’ LIGO 4-km-long interferometers (H1 in Hanford, Washington, and L1 in Livingston Parish, Louisiana). Most substantially: 1) the initial 10 W laser was upgraded to a new 35 W laser, 2) an ‘output mode cleaner’ was installed at the output port of the interferometer, 3) the radio-frequency detection scheme (heterodyne) was changed to a DC detection scheme (homodyne), and 4) the detection opto-electronics were moved to an in-vacuum, actively-stabilized optical table to reduce seismic motion affecting the read-out optics and electronics. These upgrades constituted the enhanced LIGO interferometers [32].

Following the first Virgo Science Run (VSR1), several upgrades were made to improve the sensitivity of the detector for the subsequent second and third Science Runs. The main enhancements to the detector included: 1) upgrading to a new 25 W laser, 2) installation of a thermal compensation system to reduce thermal effects of laser power absorption in the main interferometer mirrors, 3) replacement of read-out and control electronics with lower-noise components, and 4) between the second and third Science Runs, new, monolithic, low-loss, fused silica suspensions were installed on the main interferometer mirrors [33].

During the period of 7 July 2009 to 20 October 2010, the two enhanced LIGO 4-km interferometers, H1 and L1, had their sixth Science Run (S6), while the Virgo interferometer had its second Science Run (VSR2) concurrently from 7 July 2009 to 8 January 2010 and third Science Run (VSR3) from 11 August 2010 to 19 October 2010. The increased input laser power of the upgraded LIGO detectors decreased the noise above 200 Hz
compared to S5 by a factor of ∼2, with more modest improvements below 200 Hz. The Virgo detector has a better sensitivity compared to the enhanced LIGO detectors below ∼50 Hz, but worse sensitivity at higher frequencies.

IV. TWOSPECT ALGORITHM

The details of the TwoSpect method have been described previously [16]. We briefly summarize the algorithm here. Short segments (30 min or less) of gravitational wave detector data are Fourier transformed (so-called Short Fourier Transforms, or SFTs) using the FFTW (Fastest Fourier Transform in the West) algorithm [34], and the power of each Fourier coefficient is computed. Next, each SFT is weighted according to the noise present in the SFT, and by the antenna pattern of the detector (the sensitivity) to a given sky location at the particular time that the SFT data were recorded. Time spectrograms of SFTs over a narrow frequency band (∼1 Hz) are created such that the frequency shift caused by Earth’s motion is removed by sliding each SFT by an appropriate amount for a specific sky location.

Then, for each such spectrogram, the Fourier transform of each frequency bin’s powers as a function of time is computed and, from these Fourier coefficients, the power spectra of the second Fourier transform is determined.

The TwoSpect search for gravitational waves is hierarchically organized into two stages. First, a non-template-based algorithm searches the doubly-Fourier-transformed data for interesting regions of parameter space that exceed a specific threshold value. Second, the interesting regions of parameter space are subjected to template-based tests in order to confirm or reject specific outliers. Whether or not an outlier has been found, an upper limit on gravitational wave amplitude is placed at each sky location.

A. Data preparation

The S6 and VSR2/3 data sets, each defined here with a length $T_{\text{obs}} = 40551300$ s, are divided into segments of length $T_{\text{SFT}} = 1800$ s. Each sequential segment overlaps the preceding segment by 50%, and each of these segments of data is windowed using the Hann window function, to suppress signal leakage into other frequency bins, before the Fourier transform is computed. The windowed Fourier transform is defined as

$$\tilde{s}_k = \frac{\Delta t}{C} \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} w_j s_j e^{-2\pi ijk/M}, \quad (9)$$

where $k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, (M - 1)$, $\Delta t = T_{\text{SFT}}/M$ is the sampling interval, the window function is $w_j = 0.5[1 - \cos(2\pi j/M)]$, and $C = (\sum_{j=0}^{M-1} w_j^2/M)^{1/2} = (3/8)^{1/2}$.

Physical frequency $f_k = k/T_{\text{SFT}}$ corresponds to $0 \leq k \leq M/2$. The ‘power’ in bin $k$ of SFT $n$ is taken to be

$$P_k^n = \frac{2|\tilde{S}_k^n|^2}{T_{\text{SFT}}}, \quad (10)$$

The SFTs are adjusted for the changing detector velocity with respect to a fixed sky location by shifting SFT bins to correct for this effect in the same manner as other StackSlide-like algorithms [5, 6]. A sequence of $n$ (shifted) SFT powers are weighted and normalized by

$$\tilde{P}_k^n = \frac{F_k^n(\tilde{P}_k^n - \langle P_k^n \rangle)}{\langle (P_k^n)^2 \rangle} \left[ \sum_{n'} N \frac{F_k^n (\tilde{P}_k^n)^2}{\langle (P_k^n)^2 \rangle} \right]^{-1}, \quad (11)$$

where angle brackets $\langle \rangle$ indicate the running mean value over the inner index—the frequency bins, $k$, to estimate the noise background—and, assuming a circularly-polarized gravitational wave,

$$F^2(t, \alpha, \delta) = F^2_+(t, \alpha, \delta) + F^2_\times(t, \alpha, \delta). \quad (12)$$

The dependence on $\psi$ has been omitted because $F^2$ has no $\psi$ dependence for circular polarization. Hence, particular SFTs that have low noise or for which the detector is favorably oriented to a sky position are weighted more heavily than SFTs that have high noise or for which the detector is unfavorably oriented.

The running mean values of the noise background are calculated from the running median values [35] of the SFT powers. The running median is converted to a mean value (assuming the $P_k^n$ values follow an exponential distribution) including a bias factor for this analysis of a running median of 101 bins [6]. The running mean values are an estimate of the smoothly-varying detector noise background that avoids biases from sharp spectral features of the detector noise (lines) and potential signals.

The Fourier transform of Eq. (11) is then computed for each frequency bin $k$, and normalized such that the expectation value of the second Fourier transform in the presence of noise is equal to 1. For frequency bin $k$, the power as a function of second Fourier transform frequency, $f'$, is written as

$$Z_k(f') = \frac{\mathcal{F} \left[ \tilde{P}_k^n \right]^2}{\langle \lambda(f') \rangle}, \quad (13)$$

where $\mathcal{F}$ denotes a Fourier transform, and $\langle \lambda(f') \rangle$ is the mean of the background noise estimate of the second Fourier transform. The values of $\lambda(f')$ are determined by Monte Carlo simulation using the noise estimates established from the SFTs and assuming the noise in the SFTs is due to Gaussian noise alone. The distribution of $Z_k(f')$ values from a Gaussian-noise time-series follows a $\chi^2$ distribution with two degrees of freedom and mean of 1.0 to a good approximation, as discussed in [16].

Note that in this analysis, $Z_k(f')$ is directly proportional to $h^4$ because the power spectrum of SFT powers (directly proportional to $h^2$) has been computed. This means that detection statistics computed from $Z_k$ values will be directly proportional to $h^4$. 
B. First-stage detection statistic

The all-sky search begins with an untemplated search algorithm, incoherent harmonic summing (IHS) [16], to identify regions of parameter space to be searched later using templates and to set upper limits. It is useful to define a quantity that measures power at multiple harmonics of a fundamental frequency, \( f' \). For example, one can fold each \( Z_k(f') \) an integer \( j = 1 \ldots S \) times to define for a single frequency bin, \( k \), the following statistic:

\[
V_k = \max \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{S} [Z_k(jf') - \lambda(jf')] \right\} . \tag{14}
\]

If a periodic signal is present, then the IHS algorithm will accumulate signal power from the higher harmonic frequencies into the lower harmonic frequencies. The signal-to-noise ratios of the signal bins grow \( \propto \sqrt{S} \), provided the sequence of harmonic powers have similar SNR in the original spectra. In practice, this increase in SNR is limited by the strength of the higher signal harmonics, giving the IHS technique a practical limit of \( S \sim 5 \) in this application.

To accumulate additional signal power, folded \( Z_k \) values are summed across sequential values of \( k \) according to

\[
W(k_0, f', \Delta k) = \sum_{k=k_0-\Delta k}^{k_0+\Delta k} \sum_{j=1}^{S} [Z_k(jf') - \lambda(jf')] , \tag{15}
\]

before determining the maximum value. Computing \( W(k_0, f', \Delta k) \) ‘compresses’ the second Fourier transformed data. Then, for a chosen \( \Delta k \), the maximum value of \( W(k_0, f') \) is determined. As described in section IV A, the values of \( W \) are proportional to \( h^4 \).

At the end of the first stage, any IHS statistic passing a threshold of a predetermined false alarm probability is passed to the second, template-based stage for more stringent follow-up tests using test values of \( f \) (derived from \( k_0 \)), \( P \) (derived from \( f' \)), and \( \Delta f_{\text{obs}} \) (derived from \( \Delta k \)). Whether or not any candidates are found in the first stage, a frequentist 95\% confidence upper limit is placed based on the highest statistic found in the first stage (see section IV E).

C. Second-stage detection statistic

The second stage of the pipeline tests candidate outliers from the first stage against templates that are based on putative signal patterns and weights in the second Fourier transform. Assume that the strain power for a putative signal is distributed among \( M \) pixels of the second Fourier transform for a narrow band of SFT frequencies, with the fraction of the signal power in pixel \( m_i \) equal to \( w(m_i) \). A useful statistic to sum pixel powers is

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} w(m_i) [Z(m_i) - \lambda(m_i)]}{\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} [w(m_i)]^2} , \tag{16}
\]

where \( Z(m_i) \) is the second Fourier transform power in pixel \( m_i \) (each \( m_i \) is a unique value of \( k \) and \( f' \)), \( \lambda(m_i) \) is the expected noise value of pixel \( m_i \) of the second Fourier transform, and the weights are normalized such that

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} w(m_i) = 1 , \tag{17}
\]

where \( N \) is the total number of pixels in the region of interest of the second Fourier transform. In practice, due to computational constraints, the value of \( M \) in Eq. (16) is fixed to be no larger than 500. This limit is raised in follow-up studies of particularly interesting candidates.

The weights are sorted such that \( w(m_0) \) contains the greatest weight and \( w(m_{M-1}) \) contains the smallest weight. The weights, \( w(m_i) \), are determined by using a set of templates with parameters \( (f, P, \Delta f) \) using the same \( T_{\text{SFT}} \) and \( T_{\text{obs}} \) as the search [16]. If the input time series of data is Gaussian, white noise, then the value of \( R \) is a weighted \( \chi^2 \) variable with up to \( 2M \) degrees of freedom but shifted to have zero-mean. Again, the second stage statistic, \( R \), is proportional to \( h^4 \).

For each candidate passed to the second stage, a number of different templates are tested using the ‘Gaussian’ template approximation [16] with orbital period values up to the fifth harmonic or sub-harmonic from the originally-identified orbital period value, as well as fractional orbital period values of \( 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/2, 2/3, 4/3 \), and \( 5/4 \) from the originally identified orbital period value (we refer to this mis-identification as ‘harmonic confusion’). From the tested templates, only the most significant candidate (see section IV D) is kept to be followed up by searching a small region of \( (f, P, \Delta f) \) with both ‘Gaussian’ templates and with more exact templates. These template tests provide more stringent requirements for rejecting noise outliers.

D. Significance of outliers

To quantify the significance of a specific value of \( R_0 \), given a set of \( w(m_i), Z(m_i), \) and an estimate of \( \lambda(m_i) \), the false alarm probability \( P(R \geq R_0) \) is computed. The false alarm probability is solved using the method described in [16] applying the formulas of [36]. The value computed for the false alarm probability assumes the underlying noise for each pixel is \( \chi^2 \) distributed with \( 2 \) degrees of freedom with mean values given by \( \lambda(m_i) \). The computed false alarm probability value does not take into account testing multiple points in parameter space. Section VI B describes how the significance is used in the follow-up of analysis outliers.
E. Determination of upper limits

At each sky location, the algorithm sets a frequentist 95% confidence level upper limit based on the highest calculated IHS statistic value in the searched frequency band, over the range of orbital periods and modulation depths. Upper limits are placed at this stage using the IHS because obtaining more sensitive template-based upper limits is computationally infeasible with available resources. Only promising outliers are followed up for detection using a templated search. Even in the event of a successful detection, however, IHS upper limits remain valid (see figures 5 and 6). In the presence of pure Gaussian noise, the IHS statistic is a \( \chi^2 \) variable with 2AS degrees of freedom, where \( A \) is the number of SFT frequency bins summed, and \( S \) is the number of harmonics summed in the IHS algorithm. We wish to determine the amount of signal required such that the new IHS statistic value would exceed the highest found IHS statistic value 95% of the time.

To find the amount of signal required, we invert the non-central \( \chi^2 \) cumulative distribution function (CDF) so that the appropriate non-centrality parameter, \( p \), is found such that only 5% of the distribution lies below the highest outlier value. The inversion is done using Newton’s method. From the calculated value of \( p \) and the expected noise background, the value is converted to a value of \( h_0 \) such that, 95% of the time, the calculated value of \( h_0 \) is larger than any potentially present continuous gravitational wave signal in the data that has parameters within the parameter space searched by TwoSpect (see, e.g., section V). The conversion factor is a simple scaling factor that relates the value of \( p^{1/4} \) (recall that \( W \) is proportional to \( h^3 \)) to the 95% confidence level strain amplitude upper limit, \( h_{0.95\%} \). The scaling factor is determined using injections of a wide variety of waveforms covering the parameter space searched. The all-sky upper limit in a given frequency band is then determined by selecting the largest value of \( h_{0.95\%} \) from the entire set of sky-coordinates searched for that frequency band.

This method of setting upper limits has been validated with simulated software injections and provides reliable results in bands that pass the data quality requirements described in section V A.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Data from the H1 and L1 detectors’ sixth Science Run (S6) and V1 detector’s second and third Science Runs (VSR2 and VSR3, collectively VSR2/3) were analyzed using the TwoSpect algorithm. Each detector’s data set was analyzed separately with \( T_{\text{obs}} = 40551300 \) s. An outlier from one detector is required to be coincident in parameter space with an outlier in a second detector in order to be considered a candidate signal. Figure 1 shows the period-modulation depth parameter space values covered in this analysis using TwoSpect.

![FIG. 1. Nominal parameter space that is analyzed using the TwoSpect algorithm (shaded region). The bounding curves given by \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} \) and \( \Delta f_{\text{min}} \) are limitations of the analysis, while the initial search boundary of \( \Delta f_{\text{max}} = 0.1 \) Hz is a choice. Data marked by circles are ATNF catalog pulsars found in binary systems with rotation frequencies \( \geq 10 \) Hz (using Eq. (8) and assuming \( f_0 = 2\nu \)).](image)

It is assumed that the sinusoidal term in Eq. (4) is constant during a single coherent observation interval, that is, the sinusoidal term is slowly evolving compared to the \( f_0 \) term. The signal is, therefore, assumed to be contained within one frequency bin for each coherent observation interval. This approximation restricts the orbital parameter space that can be observed: the longer a coherent observation, the more restricted the parameter space [16]. Longer coherent observation intervals, however, correspond to increased sensitivity to continuous wave signals. A trade-off is thus made in the sensitivity versus parameter space volume to be probed when conducting such a search.

LIGO S6 data from H1 and L1 were analyzed from 50 Hz to 520 Hz, covering a range of periods from 2 h to 2.254.4 h and modulation depths of 0.277 mHz to 100 mHz. Virgo VSR2/3 data were analyzed from 20 Hz to 100 Hz, over the same range of periods and modulation depths. The range of orbital periods has a lower limit determined by the coherence length of the SFTs, and an upper bound by requiring at least five orbits during the total observation time. The lower limit of modulation depths is determined by the coherence length of the SFTs, and the upper bound is chosen by covering a large region of parameter space without dramatically increasing computational costs. VSR2/3 data are only comparable to or better than LIGO S6 data in the aforementioned range of frequencies. Analyzing higher frequencies in the Virgo data would add to the total computing cost and add negligibly to the search sensitivity.

The TwoSpect program is part of the LALsuite (LIGO Analysis Library suite) software package [37]. TwoSpect...
is written in C and is compiled against LAL (LSC Algorithm Library), GSL (GNU Scientific Library) [38], and FFTW libraries. On the LIGO computer clusters, the analysis is divided into parallel ‘jobs’ that are run on many computers simultaneously. Each job is an instance of the TwoSpect program and analyzes a 0.25 Hz frequency band and a small sky region (typically 200 sky grid locations).

A. Data quality validation

Ideally, the noise from a gravitational wave interferometer would be stationary Gaussian noise (in addition to any gravitational wave signal). In practice, data from the LIGO and Virgo detectors are generally stationary and nearly Gaussian on the timescale that one SFT is computed. There are occasions, however, when data must be excluded because: 1) it is known the interferometer data is corrupted (data quality flags are applied); 2) the segment of data passes data quality flags, but the data segment is non-Gaussian (a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and/or Kuiper’s test fails); or 3) sharp, stationary spectral features prevent a full analysis of the selected frequency band. Examples of sharp, stationary spectral features include: power-line harmonics (50/60 Hz), mirror suspension violin modes, and calibration lines injected into the detector by actuating one of the end mirrors. Additionally, the detectors do not operate continuously during their science runs. There are periods of downtime, or other gaps in the detector data. We describe below the techniques used to select the data to be analyzed.

1. Science mode and data quality flags

Periods of time when the detector was operating in the nominal ‘science mode’ are first selected. Next, a series of quality checks of the data—known as ‘data quality flags’—are applied to remove times when the detector data is known to be of poor quality. Examples include when the calibration of the detector is known to be outside a tolerance range, or when there were periods of very high wind speeds (see table I) [39, 40].

After these checks are applied, SFTs are created. The S6 data set contains 18,435 H1 and 16,429 L1 50% overlapping Hann-windowed SFTs with start-times occurring an integer factor of $T_{\text{SFT}}/2$ from the start-time of the first SFT. The resulting duty factors are 0.409 and 0.364 for H1 and L1, respectively. The VSR2/3 data set contains 18,435 H1 and 16,429 L1 50% overlapping Hann-windowed SFTs, corresponding to a duty factor of 0.733. SFTs consisting entirely of zeros fill in the excluded times not covered by these SFTs. The actual fraction of $T_{\text{obs}}$ covered by the SFTs is somewhat different. Since S6 has only a slightly longer time baseline than $T_{\text{obs}}$, the duty factor is nearly identical. For VSR2/3, there is a long gap in between the science runs that results in a large reduction in the fraction of $T_{\text{obs}}$ covered by the SFTs compared to the coverage of VSR2/3 science run time (see table I).

2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Kuiper’s test

After the SFTs are produced, each SFT is analyzed to determine whether the distribution of the powers follows that of an expected exponential distribution. Two useful tests are the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and Kuiper’s test [41]. Those SFTs which do not pass these tests are removed from the analysis, and are replaced with SFTs consisting entirely of zeros. The threshold value for each of the KS and Kuiper’s test is determined from the significance level on the null hypothesis of 0.05. With this threshold, SFTs are not rejected even if they contain potential signals with the expected gravitational wave signal amplitude. For certain 0.25 Hz frequency bands for an interferometer where data coverage is less than 10% of the total observation time due to disturbed, non-Gaussian data, no upper limits are placed in those frequency bands (see again table I).

3. Line detection and flagging

Narrow spectral artifacts of terrestrial origin—also called ‘lines’—can potentially interfere with detections of gravitational wave signals. These disturbances are avoided by identifying potentially interfering lines (see below) and producing no further analysis of candidate signals that have interference caused by the disturbance. Upper limits are still placed, however, in frequency bands containing lines, although when the line fraction of a band exceeds 10% of the total band, no upper limit is placed, as the noise background estimate would be untrustworthy. This problem occurs primarily in the 50 to 200 Hz region of the enhanced LIGO detectors.

Sharp spectral features are identified as an excess of power over long timescales compared to the neighboring frequency bins. The root-mean-square (RMS) power is computed for each noise-weighted SFT frequency bin as a function of time (without shifting the SFTs to account for detector motion). A running median of these RMS values is computed over the band of interest and is used to normalize the RMS values. Any normalized RMS value that exceeds an empirically-determined threshold of 1.5 is flagged as a line.

4. Sidereal and daily modulations

Specific orbital period frequencies corresponding to the sidereal (86164.0905 s) and daily (86400.0 s) periods and up to the third harmonic are specifically avoided in this analysis, within a tolerance of $\pm 1$ second FFT frequency bin for each harmonic. These frequencies can correspond
VI. RESULTS

The TwoSpect program produces two outputs: upper limit values and a list of outliers passing threshold tests over the parameter space searched. See section VI A and section VI B, respectively, for more details.

A. All-sky upper limit results

Upper limits are established for each interferometer separately, with a single value at each sky location. The upper limit value for a given sky location is maximized over the \((f, P, \Delta f)\) parameter space range searched. The highest upper limit value over the entire sky for a given frequency band is then selected as the overall upper limit for that frequency band in a particular interferometer. Where there is more than one detector providing an upper limit in a given frequency band, the lowest of the upper limits is taken as the overall, combined upper limit value (see figure 2).

The values placed on upper limits of gravitational wave amplitude with 95% confidence assume the best-case scenario that the un-observed gravitational waves are circularly polarized. The true astrophysical population of gravitational wave sources are expected, however, to be uniformly distributed in orientation so that the polarization of the source waves can vary over a range of values covering completely circularly-polarized waves, to completely linearly-polarized waves. In the latter case, a multiplicative scale factor of \(\approx 3.3\) should be applied to the results shown in figure 2. In the case of random pulsar orientations, however, a scale factor of \(\approx 2.6\) is applied to the circular polarization results as shown in figure 2. Additionally, these upper limits are valid only if the source has a spindown value \(|\dot{f}| \leq 1 \times 10^{-10}\) Hz/s.

If the source is in an eccentric orbit with its companion, then the assumed phase evolution can be a poor approximation to the true phase evolution of the source. However, whether an orbit is circular or eccentric, the modulated signal will spend more time in certain frequency bins within the modulation band (generating a stronger signal at those frequencies) and traverse other bins more rapidly (generating a weaker signal). The IHS statistic is relatively insensitive to the details of the shape of the modulation, responding only to its periodic structure in the second Fourier transform. Upper limits are still valid in this case, even for orbital eccentricities up to 0.9. An outlier caused by a gravitational wave source in an eccentric orbit may have poorly reconstructed signal parameters compared to the true source parameters.

The upper limits presented above assume that a putative signal could take any parameter values in the ranges searched. Suppose there are many different signals contained in the data, all of them having the same \(h_0\) value but with \(\Delta f_{\text{obs}}\) values that could possibly range from 0.277 mHz to 100 mHz. In this case, the value of \(W\) from Eq. (15) is diminished for higher values of \(\Delta f_{\text{obs}}\). This results in upper limits that are dominated by those putative signals having large \(\Delta f_{\text{obs}}\). One can show empirically that the upper limit values improve (smaller strain upper limits) as \((\Delta f_{\text{obs}})^{0.4}\) for smaller cutoffs in \(\Delta f_{\text{obs}}\).

B. All-sky outlier follow up results

Outliers reported from the first stage of the pipeline, the IHS algorithm, are tested using the second stage in
order to confirm or reject each candidate. Those outliers passing the second, template-based stage are ranked by their false alarm probability value, which indicates their significance of occurring in Gaussian noise alone. The false alarm probability of a weighted sum of $\chi^2$ variables is numerically determined using methods described in [16, 36]. Only outliers whose false alarm probability in a single detector is more significant than $10^{-18}$, corresponding to a Gaussian SNR of $\sim 8.8$, are followed up as possible candidate gravitational wave signals. Such a strict threshold is set in order to reduce the number of outliers produced by non-Gaussian noise artifacts.

Those candidates from each detector with a fiducial signal frequency greater than 50 Hz are then subjected to multi-detector coincidence tests in the multi-dimensional search parameter space. Coincidence requirements were tested using simulated signals to determine the false dismissal probability as a function of the injected strain values (see figure 3). The choice of coincidence requirements (see table II) are shown to be sensible given the false dismissal probability should on average be no greater than 5% at the upper limit value (see figure 3). Coincident candidates are required to have an orbital period difference, $dP$, that scales with period and modulation depth as

$$dP < (4.5T_{\text{obs}})^{-1} \times \min[P_1^2 (\Delta f_1/3.6 \text{ mHz})^{-1/2}, P_2^2 (\Delta f_2/3.6 \text{ mHz})^{-1/2}],$$

(18)

where $P_1$ and $P_2$ are the two identified orbital period values and $\Delta f_1$ and $\Delta f_2$ are the two identified modulation depths of the outliers in each detector. The coincidence requirements also allow for harmonic confusion in $P_1$ or $P_2$ up to the third harmonic or sub-harmonic.

The observed loss in detection efficiency is the result of restricting the first stage of the pipeline to pass only the five most interesting outliers to the second stage of the pipeline in order to limit computational resources spent in the second stage. The limitation means that the five outliers can sometimes ($\sim 5\%$ of the time) have correlated offsets in their parameters from the true waveform parameters (for example, offset from the fiducial frequency and modulation depth by a correlated amount), but the second stage is unable to find the true parameters from this limited subset of outliers simultaneously in two or more detectors. On average, the false dismissal of a simulated, large amplitude signal is $\sim 5\%$. Considering those simulations where a simulated signal with modulation depth $\Delta f$ is close to the maximum observable modulation depth using TwoSpect ($\Delta f/\Delta f_{\text{max}} \gtrsim 0.3$, see figure 1), the false dismissal probability increases above 5%, approaching 50% false dismissal at the highest values of $\Delta f$. On the other hand, the false dismissal probability falls below 5% when the ratio $\Delta f/\Delta f_{\text{max}}$ becomes small ($\lesssim 0.1$). The false dismissal probability of the outlier follow up analysis, however, does not affect the ability of the TwoSpect pipeline to set accurate upper limits on $h_0$.

Pair-wise combinations are made in each detector where for each outlier of the first detector only the most significant outlier of the second detector passing the coincidence requirements is retained. The same procedure is performed with the detector lists reversed. From this final list of outliers passing coincidence requirements, the outliers are grouped into narrow frequency bands (typically less than $\sim 30$ mHz) for further, manual inspection. The pair-wise combination that has the smallest false alarm probability is considered representative of the outliers in each group [42]. The sky position of the pair is then averaged and given in table III.

All of the outliers listed in table III are found to be associated with known detector artifacts [39, 40]. Most of the outliers are caused by a comb of 1 Hz, 2 Hz, or 16 Hz harmonics associated with the LIGO data acquisition system (DAQ). Another outlier is also due to a 392.2 Hz DAQ line. Two of the outliers are due to fake continuous gravitational wave signals with unrealistically large amplitudes injected into the detectors by modulating the interferometer arm lengths (see, e.g., [11] for additional details). Another outlier is due to a photon calibrator [43] calibration line at 404.7 Hz observed in the gravitational wave data channel. One other outlier is

### TABLE II. Coincidence requirements for follow-up of outliers between two detectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Allowed difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gravitational wave frequency mismatch</td>
<td>0.556 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orbital period mismatch</td>
<td>See Eq. (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation depth mismatch</td>
<td>0.556 mHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky position mismatch</td>
<td>0.1(800 Hz/f) rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Outliers may have improperly identified orbital period due to harmonic confusion. Three higher harmonics and three sub-harmonics are tested in addition to the fiducial orbital period.
caused by a narrow, previously unidentified spectral artifact in H1 at 134.1 Hz coinciding with noise fluctuations in L1 to produce a candidate signal. Further studies of this outlier have shown the signal characteristics are inconsistent with a gravitational wave signal. There are no TwoSpect outliers passing coincidence requirements in all of H1, L1, and V1 in the 50 to 100 Hz frequency band.

C. Upper limits on Scorpius X-1 emission

A separate, opportunistic analysis has been carried out for possible continuous gravitational wave emission from Sco X-1 using the same analysis as the all-sky search. In this second analysis, however, only the sky location of Sco X-1 was searched, and the parameter space was restricted to coincide with the projected semi-major axis \( a \sin i = 1.44 \pm 0.18 \) ls [44] and \( P = 68023.70 \pm 0.0432 \) s [45]. The highest frequency that can be searched given these parameters and assuming the gravitational wave signal is contained within a single SFT frequency bin, is given by [16]

\[
 f \leq 78.9229 \left( \frac{P}{68023.70 \text{ s}} \right)^2 \times \left( \frac{\sin i}{1.44 \text{ ls}} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{T_{\text{SFT}}}{1800 \text{ s}} \right)^{-2} \text{ Hz}. \tag{19}
\]

Assuming a worst-case scenario of \( \sin i = 1.44 + 3 \times 0.18 = 1.98 \) ls and \( T_{\text{SFT}} = 1800 \) s, this relation limits the highest frequency that can be searched to be 57.25 Hz because we analyze only full-0.25 Hz frequency bands. Note that there is good reason, however, to believe that the Scorpius X-1 signal frequency would be higher than this value [46]. Using Eq. (8), the range of \( \Delta f_{\text{obs}} \) is frequency-dependent and ranges from 1.663 mHz to 10.470 mHz. Data from S6 were analyzed from 50 Hz up to 57.25 Hz, while VSR2/3 data were analyzed from 20 Hz up to 57.25 Hz.

The combined upper limits of the three interferometers are shown in figure 4. The upper limit results are typically about a factor of 3 better than the all-sky upper limits in this frequency range because only a single sky location needs to be searched, the range of orbital parameters to be searched is much smaller, and the incoherent harmonic summing step used \( S = 10 \) folds of the second FFT spectra as opposed to \( S = 5 \) for the all-sky search. These results are comparable to results from the fifth LIGO Science Run [13] using a different analysis technique [12].

A more sensitive search and more constraining upper limits could be obtained by optimizing the search pipeline for sources with known orbital parameters and unknown spin parameters. A future publication will detail these.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lllllll}
\hline
\( f_1 \) & \( f_2 \) & \( P_1 \) & \( P_2 \) & \( \Delta f_{\text{obs}, 1} \) & \( \Delta f_{\text{obs}, 2} \) & \( \alpha \) & \( \delta \) & \multicolumn{2}{l}{\text{Pair}} & \multicolumn{2}{l}{\text{Cause}} \\
(\text{Hz}) & (\text{Hz}) & (\text{ks}) & (\text{ks}) & (\text{mHz}) & (\text{mHz}) & (\text{rad}) & (\text{rad}) & \\
\hline
61.090000 & 60.999735 & 7896.759938 & 7898.662780 & 100.000 & 99.722 & 4.6694 & \pm & 5.037 & H1, V1 & 61 Hz line \\
90.010000 & 90.010310 & 6303.355336 & 7363.888742 & 3.331 & 3.611 & 6.0104 & \pm & 0.722 & H1, V1 & 90 Hz line \\
99.993333 & 99.993120 & 5406.840000 & 6337.503156 & 2.222 & 2.500 & 2.9800 & \pm & 1.0808 & H1, V1 & 100 Hz line, power line \\
108.856944 & 108.856944 & 86.160079 & 86.181936 & 0.278 & 0.556 & 3.1399 & \pm & 0.5979 & H1, V1 & Fake pulsar 3 \\
127.985321 & 127.985321 & 6189.885362 & 6189.988114 & 1.944 & 1.944 & 3.3945 & \pm & 0.6542 & H1, V1 & 128 Hz line \\
134.092213 & 134.093056 & 7241.303571 & 803.867379 & 0.831 & 0.556 & 4.8111 & \pm & 0.7177 & H1, V1 & 134.1 Hz line \\
192.499889 & 192.498889 & 8034.622934 & 7962.429248 & 94.444 & 93.889 & 2.3034 & \pm & 0.4624 & H1, V1 & Fake pulsar 8 \\
217.978855 & 217.978855 & 6418.031856 & 5406.840000 & 2.222 & 2.500 & 4.7035 & \pm & 1.2218 & H1, V1 & 218 Hz line \\
222.069771 & 222.069771 & 6208.893015 & 6337.503156 & 2.222 & 2.500 & 5.8797 & \pm & 1.2601 & H1, V1 & 222 Hz line \\
249.999167 & 249.999444 & 7704.013366 & 6208.955866 & 4.167 & 4.444 & 1.0903 & \pm & 1.3752 & H1, V1 & 250 Hz line \\
256.027734 & 256.027750 & 6818.988411 & 5406.840000 & 2.222 & 2.500 & 6.2214 & \pm & 0.0942 & H1, V1 & 256 Hz line \\
282.000000 & 282.000070 & 5497.564390 & 7526.367421 & 12.222 & 12.500 & 3.2944 & \pm & 1.4169 & H1, V1 & 282 Hz line \\
292.000139 & 292.000536 & 6424.556015 & 7546.515502 & 1.889 & 1.111 & 4.7405 & \pm & 1.2800 & H1, V1 & 292 Hz line \\
292.178406 & 292.179958 & 6179.525429 & 6144.240561 & 2.222 & 1.667 & 4.1648 & \pm & 1.4600 & H1, V1 & 292 Hz DAQ line \\
404.750625 & 404.750140 & 6187.506004 & 6187.506004 & 60.278 & 60.278 & 4.9828 & \pm & 1.4683 & H1, V1 & 404.7 Hz DAQ line \\
410.000711 & 410.000278 & 7476.196898 & 7358.175495 & 24.722 & 24.167 & 0.3311 & \pm & 1.1811 & H1, V1 & 410 Hz line \\
413.000000 & 412.999583 & 7240.935559 & 7462.679595 & 80.090 & 80.090 & 0.8309 & \pm & 0.7947 & H1, V1 & 413 Hz line \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Most significant outliers passing coincidence requirements grouped by frequency.}
\end{table}
changes and demonstrate the improvement for such a search.

The methodology used in obtaining both the all-sky and Sco X-1 upper limits on source strain has been validated with simulated signal injections. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate validation tests for circularly and randomly polarized signals, and figure 3 shows derived detection efficiency.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

We have carried out the first explicit all-sky search for continuous gravitational wave signals from unknown spinning neutron stars in binary systems. This search was made possible through the use of the TwoSpect algorithm [16] to look for these sources. The search relies on the periodic modulation of the gravitational waves caused by the orbital motion of the source. The doubly Fourier-transformed data is processed by a hierarchical pipeline, subjecting the data to an incoherent harmonic summing stage, followed by comparing interesting regions of the data to templates that approximate the expected signal power in the doubly Fourier-transformed data.

This search has covered a broad range of possible gravitational wave frequencies—from 20 Hz to 520 Hz—binary orbital periods—from 2 h to 2,254.4 h—and frequency modulations—from 0.277 mHz to 100 mHz. These parameters cover a wide range of binary orbital parameters, and many known binary systems with neutron stars fall into the parameter space of this search. No plausible candidate continuous gravitational wave signal was observed. Upper limits are placed on continuous gravitational waves from unknown neutron stars in binary systems over the parameter space searched. The search carried out here is the most sensitive that covers such a wide range of the binary orbital parameter space [16].

Additionally, we have carried out a search for continuous gravitational waves from Sco X-1 between 20 Hz and 57.25 Hz. This search has covered only a small range of possible spin frequencies of Sco X-1 because of the limitations from using 1800 s SFTs. To more fully cover the range of possible Sco X-1 spin frequencies, future searches will need to use shorter coherent length SFTs. No outliers passed the same thresholds used for the all-sky search. Upper limits are placed on gravitational wave emission from Sco X-1 using a dedicated pipeline that assumes a continuous wave model for the gravitational radiation emitted by the neutron star.

Second-generation gravitational wave detectors will have a broadband noise improvement by about a factor of 10. Using TwoSpect with data from second generation detectors will probe even deeper and wider regions of parameter space. Although originally developed for an all-sky search, the core TwoSpect pipeline could be tuned to be used as a directed search method for known binary systems with poorly constrained orbital parameters.
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[42] The period difference term also allows for orbital frequency harmonic confusion up to the third harmonic or sub-harmonic in each detector.
